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TAS TIMES

Children by Thelma Alford

2018 Subscriptions
If you haven’t yet paid your subscription then please do so as soon as possible.  Also, if you 
have changed any of your contact details, then do let the Membership Secretary (Shirley 
Walton) know.  Thank you!
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CHAIRMANS LETTER

I'm sat starting this news letter on the 2 March, which is supposed to be Spring, but I'm at home 
because of a snow day! But I hope you all made it through the 'Beast from the East' unscathed, 
and that the white landscape has been inspiration for some new art work.

As you will have noticed, this news letter is dominated by the up coming Spring exhibition. I 
would just like to reiterate a few points again about the exhibition:

1. We will be in a new venue, and using new processes to get the exhibition organised. There will 
be the inevitable 'glitches' and possible confusion, so please be patient when you arrive to hand 
in your art work, and when collecting unsold work after the exhibition.

2. Please please, read the rules and if you are unsure contact someone before the handing in 
day.

3. If your art work is not framed, strung correctly, labeled correctly or is still wet, we may not 
accept it for the exhibition.

4. If you are doing 3D and it is a large piece, please let Sue Miles know well before the exhibition 
(sue@drums.myzen.co.uk).

5. Don't forget, that as part of the agreement to show work you are required to do one slot of 
stewarding.

6. As they say, 'many hands make light work', so if yo can spare some time to help setup and 
also take down the exhibition, then that would be gratefully appreciated.

7. This will sound alarmist, but the success of the Spring exhibition (i.e. the administration, 
setup and running etc.), will determine if we have a Summer exhibition. 

I'm confident that the exhibition will be the usual success, due to the fact that we have team 
who put in many hours ensuring that it does work each time. I'm also looking forward to being in 
the new venue, a modern clean space that should help to enhance the art work on display.

On a slightly related point, we are still looking for people to join the committee. It’s just a few 
hours a month of your time. We appreciate that people who join the committee are volunteering 
their time to help, so we try and help as much as possible by being very flexible with what tasks 
that each committee member feels comfortable doing. Some people are happier being behind 
the scenes, others happier to much more up front organising. So please do consider joining the 
committee, it’s not as onerous as it sounds, plus it’s a great way to see how the society works.

You may have already noticed, but the web site has been updated. This is something I’ve be 
planning to do for a good few years! The main reasons for the change are:

1. It is now possible for other people to update the site.
2. It is what is called mobile friendly, basically it will view much better on phones and tablets like 

iPads.

It’s still very much a work in progress, but I’d love to get contributions from you for some of the 
sections. We have a ‘News’ section which can be quickly updated, so if you have an art related 
event you want to tell everyone about, let me know. Also I have started a ‘Art tips and tricks’ 
page, which again I’d love your contributions to add as content.

Happy Painting
Stuart

mailto:sue@drums.myzen.co.uk
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PRESENTING PAINTINGS FOR THE EXHIBITION
Rules and forms are downloadable from the website and with this newsletter. The rules are 
designed to ensure we present a professional looking exhibition, to prevent damage to other 
paintings or the hands of the helpers during hanging and to make the system run smoothly.

ALL pictures must be READY TO HANG when taken on hand-in day.  

OILS must be DRY and can be hung as a box canvas, preferably painted around the edges, 
or framed.  

WATERCOLOURS, PASTELS AND DRAWINGS must be in a frame.  A mount must be used 
if the paper doesn’t fit neatly and completely into the frame.

Mounted Unmounted

FOR THE BACK OF ALL PICTURES:- Use string preferably, or plastic covered wire NOT 
plain wire which can catch on other paintings or hands.  Please do not put a knot right in the 
centre of the string at the back as this prevents straight hanging.

Use D Rings as shown 

(NOT O rings - which stand proud and can damage other paintings) 

A sticky label with details of artist and picture etc as per instructions should be somewhere on 
the back. The cut-out label with priority details should be attached by a long string to the D 
ring or string on the back to hang over the front as shown.

The reverse 
showing:-                                     
                                                           
D Ring
Hanging string
Sticky Label
Attachment of
front label

Front
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FRAMING SPECIFICATIONS FOR TAS EXHIBITIONS

Work not properly framed WILL NOT be accepted for Exhibition

 All artwork should be presented in a clean, professional manner. Consider yourself a 
professional and treat your artwork accordingly.

 All work must be presented ready-to-hang, with (preferably) cord (although plastic-coated wire is 
acceptable).  It should be securely attached to the frame between one-third and one-quarter of the 
way down the sides of the piece.

Only D hooks are acceptable for medium to large artwork, e.g. below

 On smaller work the round eye-hooks are acceptable. 

 All sharp edges and sprigs/nails/staples etc., to be taped over.

 The finished presentation – front, back, top and bottom - is part of the whole work.  It should be 
well crafted, not battered or shop worn or flimsy or fragile. 

 Do not use "snap on" frames, corner-clips with glass or “easel” frames designed for tabletop use.

 Large oils or acrylics on heavy-duty stretchers do not need to be framed. The canvas should be 
stapled securely on the back (not the sides) and usually (but not always) the painting is extended 
around the edge.  Canvases stapled on the sides need to be in a frame.

 You should provide a base or stand for large three-dimensional work. Instructions for special 
installations should be attached to the piece.

 Quilts and other fabric/textile wall hangings should be ready to hang. 

 This link from ‘The Artist’ magazine may be helpful for framing purposes:-

http://www.artistsnetwork.com/articles/art-demos-techniques/how-to-choose-the-best-frame-to-present-and-protect-
your-artwork 

 “Poor presentation can make great art look terrible. Good presentation can make terrible art look great” 
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